
   Seek Thermal RevealPRO (320x240 pixel) ?15Hz - thermal imager with
integrated flashlight

Brands

Seek Thermal
Producer no.

RQ-AAAX

Article no.

SK1008XX
EAN / GTIN

0855753005655

MRP

799,00 €

- - Ruggedized, high-level thermal camera with 320 x 240 thermal sensor / >15Hz frame rate
- - Find and fix by seeing problems invisible to the eye such as: energy loss, electrical and
mechanical failures, water damage and many more
- - Perfect tool for homeowners, contractors, engineers, etc
- - Includes a 300 lumen LED flashlight, rechargeable battery that lasts up to 4 hours, large color
display, and durable rubberized casing
- SPECS: 320 x 240 Thermal Sensor, 32° Field of View, > 15 Hz Frame Rate, Fixed-focus Lens,
-40F° to 626°F Detection Range, Captures Photos, Spot Temperature, 7 Color Palettes, Auto
Mod

Designed for the realities of life in the field, the Seek Reveal combines an advanced thermal
imaging camera with a high performance LED light in one compact, rugged, and reliable device.
Built for the realities of work and play, the Seek Reveal handheld thermal imager combines
powerful thermal insight and a high-performance light in one durable device.

With a detectable range of -40c to +300c, Reveal lets you pinpoint specific sources of heat-and
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   Seek Thermal RevealPRO (320x240 pixel) ?15Hz - thermal imager with
integrated flashlight

heat loss-up to 160 meters away, all at just the touch of a button. Whether you're a plumber
searching for a clog, an electrician checking for a hotspot, a hunter tracking game, or a
homeowner looking for peace of mind, Reveal delivers the insight and illumination you need to
find, fix, and feel safe faster.

,FF’ stands for Fast-Frame: the frame-rate of <15Hz makes for a smoother experience when
scanning over areas. Videos are also smoother than with 9hz frame-rate.

- 320 x 240 thermal imaging sensor
- 32 Degrees field of view
- 2,4 inch dislay / 240 x 320 Display-Resolution / 15Hz per second frame-rate
- Flashlight 300 Lumen bright
- Photos in .png saved on the SD-Card
- Temperature of the object shown on display
- Detects and identifies object in Celcius range from -40C to 330C
- Identifies objects up to 160 meters
- Long Wave Infrarot 7,2 - 13 Microns, 12u Pixel Pitch
- Vanadium Oxide Mikrobolometer, Chalcogenide Lens
- Rechargable Lithium Akku holds up to 4 hours
- Pictures can be downloaded per Micro-USB Kabel or over the MicroSD card
- Micro-USB cable for charging
- Dust and water resistant
- Wrist lanyard included

Box contents: Seek Thermal Reveal, 512MB MicroSD card, Micro-USB cable
Dimensions of Reveal: 11,7cm long x 6,4cm wide x 2,8cm tall / Weight: 185g
Material: PVC / Plastik
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